For the second time this week, I'm offering you the chance to see...
21, PARDNER — WELL, PROVE IT

A mispronunciation concerning the type of identification card a student needs at the Idaho State Police, which has been straightened out. But the question of what's proof of legal age
and whether it's still relevant.

A question of legal age actually is a question of positive identification,
and so the Idaho State Police has decided to make things clear. If you are
in need of a positive identification, or if you are not sure what documents
or identification are required, contact the Idaho State Police office
immediately.

The Golden Fleece
By Jason

Glory 'Blazers' Others advise that there is no need for a positive identification, and
that you can simply provide a valid driver's license or a passport.
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The campus has turned from a
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because of the new regulations. As
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and are now being held by the
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students is planning to file a lawsuit
against the University of Idaho and the
Idaho State Police, claiming that the
new regulations are unconstitutional.
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be the prime concern in the next
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In summary, the laws and rules that apply to
the campus should be revised to
allow for a more open environment.
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It's raining furiously and keeping a
building cool. It's possible to keep
cool in the rain, but it's not easy.

The rain is providing a welcome
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PCs of the Future Corps members also
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The ASU Executive Board has de-
cided informally to file a complaint
for search and seizure of the radio sta-
dards, and will do so formally on
Tuesday, July 26, if the State Police
does not agree to reissue the radios.

New regulations have been put in
place in the past two years, and it
appears that some students feel that
it is time to re-examine the future
of the campus.
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More Houses Elect; Conclude Activities

On the 20th, the Board of Directors met to elect new officers and to adjourn for the next term. The new officers elected were: President, Charles E. A. Johnson; Vice President, John W. G. Smith; Secretary, Alphonse P. Bouchard; and Treasurer, Charles W. H. H. Johnson. The meeting concluded with the singing of the University song, "Till We Meet Again."
Four Seniors To Lead Idaho Against WSU

The Idaho Vandals baseball team will have everything to gain and nothing to lose when they host the WCU Cougars today and tomorrow. The Vandals are in fourth place in the Northern Division with a 4- record and need a winning weekend to be assured of Washington State's third place with a 6-4 pair. A pair of victories would bring the Vandals into a tie for third place.

The Friday game will be played in Moscow at 7 pm with Mike Gaten standing at the plate for the Vandals. The Saturday double will be at the McNary Field, and Coach Anderson will get with veteran Dave Smith at 3 p.m. during the mid-afternoon.

Four Play Led

Four Vandals will play their last home game for Idaho today, and all four, who are seniors, will be represented on the Terry Hardesty Award, which will be presented to Mike Shaw, who has been the star of the team this year. The four are Starke, who is the leading pitcher; Chrisman, and of State. They will be the best singles hitter in the team; Dain, who is the top leader; and Jordan, who is the best fielder.

The Vandals, who hit better than the opponent through the series, are believed to be hitting better in the late series against Washington State.

Coach Wayne Anderson, who is the leader in the series against Washington State, says that the Vandals are having a good season, and he is sure that they will be the best singles hitter in the team. The Vandals have played a good game of defense, and they have made it possible for them to win the series.

The Vandals will be playing their last home game for Idaho this weekend, and they will be playing against a team that is not expected to be able to keep up with the Vandals. The Vandals have played a good game of defense, and they have made it possible for them to win the series.
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